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Summary
The last CIB W070 2000 Symposium, held in Brisbane in November 2000 marked the 12th bi-annual symposia of Working Commission W070. The Brisbane 2000 Symposium attracted more than 170 delegates from 16 countries. The 620 pages proceedings comprise 8 keynotes papers and 71 refereed papers covering the following themes:

- Strategic Developments in FM and AM
- IT Applications in FM and AM
- Education and Training in FM and AMM
- Space Planning and Management / POE / Facility Audit
- Asset Performance Measurements and Evaluation
- Technology of Asset Maintenance
- Asset Condition Assessment and Survey Methods
- Developments in Support Services Procurement
- Public Sector Housing Maintenance Management
- Building Conservation and Refurbishment
- Asset Maintenance Management Practices

Prices
Aus$ 99.00 Australia and New Zealand
Aus$119.00 outside Australia and New Zealand

Hardcopy of CIB W070 Brisbane 2000 proceedings can be obtained from:
CIB W070 Coordinator
Dr Danny S S Then
School of Construction Management and Property
Queensland University of Technology
2 George Street, PO Box 2434
Brisbane Q4001
Australia

Order Form can be downloaded from:
http://cmap.qut.edu.au/cib-w70/
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